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Do you ever wonder where the water that falls 
on cities and towns comes from? Well most 
of the water that ends up in puddles on city 
streets has actually come from the ocean, and 
it will eventually make its way back there.

The water that you drink (and all of the water 
on the planet!) has been recycling for 4 billion 
years. That same water could have been part 
of an ancient ocean, been inside an iceberg, 
flowed down a mountain stream or even been 
inside a dinosaur!

This is called The Water Cycle.

In the water cycle, water can be in the form of a gas, a liquid or a solid, and it moves 
between them. We have listed a few of the processes that are involved in moving water 
around the cycle, but there are others too.

Evaporation:
This is when liquid water heats up and turns into water vapour (a gas). This happens to water 
in rivers, lakes, puddles, the ocean and any other body of water when energy from the sun 
warms it. Plants also lose water this way through their leaves, but in their case it is called 
transpiration.

Condensation:
This is when water vapour in the air cools and forms liquid water again. This is how clouds form 
in the sky, water droplets appear on windows and why grass is dewy in the morning.

Precipitation:
When the water droplets in the clouds become too heavy they fall back down to the ground. 
This is known as precipitation. Depending on the climate in the area where the precipitation 
occurs, the droplets can fall as rain, snow, sleet or hail.

Collection:
When the water falls back to Earth it either lands in a body of water (like a lake, a river or the 
ocean), or it falls on land. It will either heat up and evaporate back into the air, be taken up 
by plants or ingested by animals, or it will flow back into water bodies, eventually making it to 
the ocean.

The Water Cycle
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Have a go at adding these terms as labels to the following diagram. We’ve done one for you: 

Mini Water Cycle Activity
You will need:
• A large bowl
• A mug (or smaller bowl)
• Clingfilm

Method:
1. Put the mug (or smaller bowl) into the 

larger one
2. Carefully fill the larger bowl with water 

(don’t get any water in the mug)
3. Cover the top with Clingfilm
4. Put it in a place where it will get lots of 

sunlight (or under a lamp if there isn’t any 
sun that day!)

5. Leave it for a few hours
6. When you check back you should see 

lots of condensation on the Clingfilm
7. Carefully peel the Clingfilm off the bowl 

and check if there are any water droplets 
in the mug.
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Explanation
In our experiment the larger bowl represents the ocean and the mug represents land. If 
you found water droplets in the previously dry mug, this shows that water has the ability 
to evaporate in one place and fall as precipitation in another. Within the planet’s water 
cycle, what do you think causes water to evaporate in one place but to fall as precipitation 
hundreds or even thousands of kilometres away? 

Discussion
Why is this important?

The water cycle moves huge volumes of water around our planet. The Sun provides both the 
energy to cause evaporation and also to power the wind which helps to move clouds from 
one area to another. Human understanding of how this works has allowed us to make the 
most of it. For example, we know where the best areas are for growing food because they 
receive just the right amount of rain in a predictable pattern each year. These patterns are 
what we call climate.

However, human activity is also having a huge effect on the water cycle which means some 
areas are beginning to receive less precipitation than expected, and others more than 
expected. This is happening because we have added more carbon to our atmosphere in the 
form of greenhouse gases, through the burning of fossil fuels and other activities. These trap 
more of the Sun’s energy which disrupts the balance between evaporation, condensation, 
precipitation and wind patterns. 

This is just one reason that the fight against climate change is so important. You can find more 
climate content at dynamicearthonline.co.uk. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jji2IBi2YiQ&feature=youtu.be
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